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Abstract
From 2019, all new Volvo Powertrains will be electrified, also including ICE
based Powertrains. In the ICE based Powertrains with automatic transmission, a
flexplate is connecting the crank shaft to the automatic transmission to transfer the
power. The flexplate needs to handle torque peaks from the combustion, crank
shaft whirl and axial forces generated by the torque converter. The combustion
torque load is maximized at every ignition, but the load is also dependent on
engine speed/load and gearbox shifts. All these loads applied to the flexplate
means that the plate will be exposed to high stress levels. These high levels of
stress make the flexplate more likely to break and thus, shorten its lifespan.
Therefore, the objective of this thesis was to generate new optimized design
proposals of the plate with minimized stress levels using the method Simulation
Driven Design. Also, to understand the result, a parametrical study was performed
using Design of Experiments.
Using Simulation Driven Design, several concepts were generated but only two
showed valid results, and they were optimized using parametrical optimization
and Design of Experiments in Catia V5. Also, an attempt at a topological
optimization was performed in Inspire, but the model was to complex and could
not be accurately replicated in the program, making the topological optimization
impossible to do.
With a combination of parametrical optimization and Design of Experiments, the
two concepts showed a reduced stress level of 16.4% and 11.1% compared to the
original design. They also showed an increase in deformation and a slight
decrease in weight.
Knowing this, a conclusion could be made that Simulation Driven Design is a
great method to use in product development. The results show that the
combination of parametrical optimization and Design of Experiments can be used
efficient during the optimization process in product development.
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Sammanfattning
Från 2019 kommer alla nya drivlinor från Volvo att elektrifieras, även inkluderat
förbränningsmotorbaserade drivlinor. I de förbränningsmotorbaserade drivlinorna
med automatisk växellåda så fäster en medbringarplåt samman vevaxeln med den
automatiska växellådan för att överföra kraften. Medbringarplåten måste hantera
vridmomentstoppar från vevaxeln vid förbränningen, vevaxelrotation och axiella
krafter generade av momentöverföraren. Vridmomentslasten vid förbränningen är
maximerad vid varje tändning, men lasten är även beroende på motorns
hastighet/last och på växlingar. Alla dessa laster som medbringarplåten utsätts för
innebär att plåten kommer påverkas av höga spänningsnivåer. Dessa höga
spänningsnivåer gör det mer sannolikt att medbringarplåten går sönder och därav
förkortas livslängden.
Därför var målet med denna avhandling att generera nya optimerade
designkoncept på plåten med minimerade spänningsnivåer genom att använda
metoden Simulation Driven Design. För att förstå resultatet, genomfördes även en
parameterstudie med hjälp av Design of Experiments.
Genom att använda Simulation Driven Design så kunde flera designkoncept tas
fram, men endast två visade på hållbara resultat, och de optimerades med
parametrisk optimering samt Design of Experiments i Catia V5. En topologisk
optimering i programmet Inspire försöktes även, men modellen var för
komplicerad och kunde inte återskapas på ett noggrant sätt i programmet, vilket
gjorde att optimeringen var omöjlig att göra.
Med en kombination av parametrisk optimering och Design of Experiments
visade de två koncepten en minskning i spänning på 16,4% och 11,1% jämfört
med originaldesignen. De visade även en ökning i deformation samt en liten
minskning i vikt.
Resultatet visar att det är möjligt att dra slutsatsen att Simulation Driven Design är
en fantastisk metod att använda i produktutveckling. Resultatet visar även att
kombinationen av parametrisk optimering och Design of Experiments kan
användas effektivt under optimeringsprocessen i produktutveckling.
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Nomenclature
CAE

Computer aided engineering

CAD

Computer aided design

DOE

Design of Experiments

FEA

Finite Element Analysis

ICE

Internal combustion engine

KBE

Knowledge Based Engineering

PEO

Product Engineering Optimizer

PO

Parametrical Optimization

R&D

Research and Development

SDD

Simulation Driven Design

TO

Topological Optimization

VCC

Volvo Car Corporation

Abbreviations
MPa

Mega Pascal

Rpm

Rotations per minute
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INTRODUCTION

1. Introduction
This chapter describes why the study has been performed, the problem the authors
intend to solve and the thesis objective and purpose. Also described here are the
thesis delimitations and the distribution of individual responsibilities by the
authors.

1.1 Background
From 2019, all new Volvo Powertrains will be electrified, also including Internal
Combustion Engine (ICE) based Powertrains. In the ICE based Powertrains with
automatic transmission a flexplate is connecting the crank shaft to the automatic
transmission to transfer the power. The flexplate needs to handle torque peaks
from the combustion, crank shaft whirl axial forces, torque variations and
displacement generated by the torque converter. The combustion torque load is
maximized at every ignition, but the load is also dependent on engine speed/load
and gearbox shifts.
All these loads applied to the flexplate means that the plate will be exposed to
high stress levels. These high levels of stress will shorten the lifespan of the
flexplate currently in production. The objective of this thesis is to lower these
stress levels using optimization of the design and with that, present a new design
of the flexplate with lower stress levels.

1.2 Objective
The objective of this thesis is to through comparing Finite Element Analysis
(FEA) with the flexplate currently in production and loads generate new
optimized design proposals of the plate with minimized stress levels. The new
designs of the flexplate shall be compared to each other and the current plate to
present an optimal solution to the problem.
To understand how the different parameters in the optimization affect each other a
parametric study will be performed with the objective to understand how the
stress levels are affected by the different construction parameters.
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1.2.1

Problem definition

The flexplate currently in production is exposed to high stress levels. Because of
the high loads generated by torque peaks from the combustion, crankshaft whirl
and axial forces generated by the torque converter, the flexplate must be able to
handle a large amount of stress.
The deformation and stress level are caused by six different load cases, which are
listed below.
1. Axial lock-up force.
The axial force comes from the gearbox and affect the torque converter and in
turn the flexplate.
2. Rotation.
The rotational speed of the crankshaft.
3. Ballooning.
The ballooning pressure occurs when the converter spins and the fluid within is
pushed outwards against the shell of the converter, causing the converter to
expand like a balloon.
4. Maximal radial displacement of crankshaft.
Radial displacement occurs when the engine is started, which forces the
crankshaft to move and therefore affect the flexplate.
5. Angular displacement of crankshaft.
Angular displacement occurs when the engine is started, which forces the
crankshaft to move and therefore affect the flexplate.
6. Displacement of converter.
Displacement occurs when the engine is starting, which forces the converter to
move and therefore affect the flexplate.
The load cases that are listed above generate a stress concentration on the
flexplate’s front side and back side, see Figure 1.1. On the back view of the
flexplate it is visible that the stress is largest at the punching’s and just above the
centre mounting holes, above the crease. On the front view however, the stress is
largest at the outer mounting holes, but since these are in contact with another
part, the area of stress must be viewed as inaccurate.
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Figure 1.1: Back (left) - and front (right) view of the stress concentration on the
flexplate.
To solve this issue, new design proposals will be generated using Finite Element
Analysis (FEA) and optimization which all will have reduced level of stress.

1.3 Delimitations
This thesis focuses only on reducing the stress values generated by the loads on
the flexplate by optimizing the design. Subjects like choice of material and
manufacturing method will not be discussed in this thesis.
The plate will only be designed to fit the automatic gearbox in Volvo cars
currently in production.

1.4 Individual responsibilities
Throughout the thesis work, most of the main tasks were performed by both
authors. This includes the pre-study, the design generating and the writing of this
thesis. In later stages of the thesis, some tasks were divided between the authors.
Tasks like setting up and running optimizations and image rendering in Keyshot
were divided between the authors to make the work more efficient, but the same
amount of time spent on work was performed.

1.5 Study Environment
The students involved in the group are both situated in Halmstad and attending the
Mechanical Engineering program at Halmstad University, which is why a large
portion of the work will be carried out at the University location. As well as
working at the University, having electronic communication through email, skype
and telephone with the supervisors at Volvo, several meetings and study visits are
done to the Department of Propulsion Transmission Systems, which is a part of
Volvo Car Corporation’s (VCC) Research and development (R&D) organization.
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1.6 Confidentiality
During this thesis work, a Non-Disclosure Agreement was signed towards Volvo
Car Corporation which prohibits the authors to show the exact values of stress
levels, dimensions and the like. The results are therefore presented in percentage
difference from the original design.
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2. Theoretical frame of reference
This chapter describes relevant literature used in this thesis to strengthen the
method of choice and to achieve the desired result. To achieve a pleasant result,
the group has used a combination of all literature to achieve the thesis objective.

2.1 Simulation Driven Design
Simulation Driven Design (SDD) is a concept where Computer Aided
Engineering (CAE) and Computer Aided Design (CAD) are used simultaneously.
It can be defined as “A design process where decisions related to the behaviour
and the performance of the design in all major phases of the process are
significantly supported by computer-based product modeling and simulation”, see
Figure 2.1, (Sellgren, 1999). Further, Sellgren (1999) explains that a flexible
framework for product modeling that is based on modern CAD technology will
enable design modification and change early in the design process. It can
therefore be used to support the innovation of engineering and help with the
verification of product properties. These properties can be such as fit between
components and how well the design meets the requirements set on the product.

Figure 2.1: Loops of ideation and verification that can be supported by behaviour
simulation (Sellgren, 1999).
The model is based on methods of parametric models, idealization, meshing, and
optimization (Badin et al., 2012). According to Badin et al. (2012), CAD/CAE
integration models that are used in upstream design activity, will connect the
products design and numerical simulation to construct so called “workbenches”
which is dedicated to specific product components.
Furthermore, Badin et al. (2012) explains that if the workbench is used into
several iteration loops, the engineer is able to test multiple component designs
very quickly and use that to identify the optimal design concept with validation.
Research has shown that the manufacturing of today is applying high pressure and
difficult challenges on designers, driving them to bring simulation earlier into the
design process (Cline, 2017). According to Cline (2017), best-in-class designers
has shortened the length of their development time by 29% using SDD and best-
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in-class firms have now introduced simulation directly into the design
environment in order to eliminate potential bottlenecks in specialist teams.

2.2 Computer aided engineering
Computer aided engineering is a method used to make different types of analyses
on one or several specific CAD parts. It is mostly used within the area of stress
analyses and can save time and money early in the development cycle (Roth,
2000). Roth (2000) explains that work on various projects had a reduction in the
development process by 30-50% using CAE.
The development of new built-in features in current CAE software provides new
opportunities for engineering designers (Petersson et al., 2013). Petersson et al.
(2013) means that these tools are no longer confined to the creation of the product
geometry but also provide the means for design analysis, knowledge ware and
design optimization, making it more efficient.
Using CAE is not all great. Badin et al. (2012) explains that CAD/CAE integrated
approaches embed geometries, meshes and analysis features and the associated
numerical models are quite big and require the use of a powerful workstation,
meaning it can take a long time to perform an analysis.
2.2.1

Computer aided design

Computer aided design is an efficient concept frequently used by engineers to
generate accurate 2D and 3D models. Most CAD software’s, such as Catia V5, are
equipped with powerful workbenches to generate different results. One of these
many concepts is Knowledge Based Engineering (KBE), which can be used for
parametrical optimization (PO) and analysis. Using KBE is only one of many
advantages that CAD integrated software’s offers, explains Petersson et al.
(2013), see Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: Integration of the process and its architecture (Petersson et al., 2013).
2.2.2

Finite element analysis

Finite element analysis shows whether a product will break, wear out, or work the
way it was designed. It is called analysis, but in the product development process,
it is used to predict what is going to happen when the product is used (Autodesk,
2018). The company Autodesk (2018) means that the advantages of FEA are
manifold and have significant impact of the application. The engineer can
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simulate the product using different load cases to analyse if the design will
withstand the loads.
Although FEA is a very powerful tool, it has its limitations and should therefore
be used with care (Dave, 2013). Dave (2013) explains that because FEA
software’s are complicated tools, a significant time investment is needed to be
efficient in using it.
2.2.3

Parametrical optimization

By definition, Petersson et al. (2013) explains that parametrical optimization
“refers to changing the values of one or more parameters to achieve an optimized
design”. Petersson et al. (2013) explains that by assigning a parameter with a
measurement, the parameter can control the configuration of a product. As well as
measurements, a parameter can also control geometrical features simply by
changing a value.
The downside of parametric shapes is that they do not provide any explicit
information about the geometry or topology of the shape’s boundaries (Chen et
al., 2006). This, in turn, leads to at least two widely acknowledged difficulties:
boundary evaluation may fail, and topological changes in the boundaries may
invalidate boundary conditions or the solution procedure, Chen et al. (2006)
explains.
2.2.4

Topological optimization

Topological optimization (TO) works by taking material of any shape and
removes material from it to minimize or maximize an optimization objective such
as mass, displacement, or compliance while satisfying a set of constraints such as
maximum stress or displacement (Hale, 2017).
Hale (2017) shows that because topology optimization generates very complex
structures, it is hard to manufacture using traditional manufacturing methods. But
even though TO generate complex structures which are hard to manufacture, it is
possible to reverse engineer them for compatibility with traditional manufacturing
methods.
2.2.5

Design of Experiments

A Design of Experiments (DOE) analysis can help manufacturing engineers
understand how sensitive the tool and part design will be to variation in process
variables (Autodesk, 2017).
The biggest advantage of a DOE analysis, according to Autodesk (2017), is that it
provides a solution and compiles the results in graphs. This can lead to the
engineer improving the design of the part, or changing an input parameter to
improve the quality of the part.
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3. Method
This chapter describes advantages and disadvantages of methods earlier
described and the choice of method to use in this thesis to achieve the desired
result. Also described here are the uses of computer software and analysis
methods.

3.1 Discussion of method
While working on this thesis, many of the methods supported by theory above
could be used in various ways. Simulation Driven Design (SDD) is a powerful
method used by many, which allows Computer Aided Engineering (CAE) and
Computer Aided Design (CAD) to work simultaneously. Using this, a loop of
“design-generating” can be formed to make the design process more efficient and
allow the authors to generate more design proposals.
CAE is a well-known concept for engineering and emphasises the use of different
analyses, highly supported by Petersson et al. (2013) and Roth (2000). Combining
this with the concept of CAD and Knowledge Based Engineering (KBE) could
create a strong method for use in this thesis. To include KBE in the CAE process
allows the use of topological and parametrical optimization (PO) on the Finite
Element Analysis (FEA) to generate optimized designs, which is a great benefit.
Although it often requires a powerful workstation, mentioned by Badin et al.
(2012), the concept can still be of efficient use for the authors. However, while
using FEA, sharp corners and surfaces that are in contact cause the stresses to go
towards infinity, making the result questionable and should therefore be regarded
as inaccurate. To avoid this, the geometry needs to be cleaned up as much as
possible.
Topological optimization (TO) allow for use of computer aided design of the
flexplate, creating a new design depending on the applied loads. Although it is a
powerful tool to use for design, it is also very sensitive to changes in loads. If a
load changes, the design can greatly change.
Parametrical optimization allows the authors of this thesis to generate a design
using CAD and optimize the parameters of that design. PO can generate a design
which can handle all types of loads, but at the same time might not be the most
optimized design option, since it does not consider any topological changes.
Whiles doing a PO, Design of Experiments (DOE) can be used by the authors to
create the parametrical study. It is a tool that can be used efficiently to further
understand how the parameters affect the levels of stress. The downside is that it
only treats one parameter at a time, making it a study around the solution provided
by PO.
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3.2 Choice of method
To successfully reach the thesis objective, the authors used a combination of all
shown methods, to generate a structured and efficient workflow.
Using a combination of these methods, the group focused on generating new
designs for the flexplate using the processes shown above, see Figure 2.1, 2.2, but
with a change in structure to fit the thesis work. The re-designed method-tree can
be seen in the figure below, see Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Re-designed flowchart of the method used in this thesis.
Included in the simulation and validation stage are FEA and optimizations. Also
included in the PO simulation and validation stage, are parametrical studies,
which were performed using DOE.
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The method made it possible for the group to generate different designs with the
use of simulation and modeling early in the design process.
During the thesis, Catia V5 was the computer software used for the FEA and PO.
Catia V5 is a computer software developed by Dassault Systèmes and it is used
for CAD modeling and analyses. There are several different workbenches added
to the CAD program to be used for different purposes. However, the workbenches
used during this thesis work were Analysis & Simulation for the FEA and
Knowledgeware for the PO and DOE of the flexplate. After every optimization
attempt, the results are shown as visual images, and all visual images illustrating
results in this thesis have been modeled using the same mesh size and visualized
using the same colour/stress scale.
Inspire and its topological optimization was used during the thesis in an attempt to
create designs which can tolerate the specified stresses which act upon the
flexplate. Inspire is a computer software developed by Altair which is used for
creating and investigating structurally efficient CAD-models. Inspire enhances the
structural simulations by generating a new material layout using the loads as an
input.
Unfortunately, the model was too advanced to be accurately replicated in Inspire
for a topological optimization, which means its result could not be used in the
parametrical optimization and the reason for it not working will be discussed in
chapter 5.2 Discussion of method.
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4. Results
This chapter describes the results that have been generated during this thesis
work. The results consist of a few different analyses, optimizations as well as the
results of the parametrical studies.

4.1 Generated concepts
During the thesis work, several design concepts were generated during the
modeling stage in the Simulation Driven Design (SDD) method for the
parametrical optimization (PO) but only two showed valid results. The generated
concepts are listed below.
4.1.1

Concept One

Concept One is an adapted version of the original design, with a few alterations.
The large oval holes were made larger with an additional arc in the bottom to take
away excess material which did not help to reduce the maximum stress that is
affecting the flexplate. There were also added a few small holes in between the
larger holes, see Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Design concept One before PO.
4.1.2

Concept Two

The same method used to generate concept One was applied to model concept
Two. By studying the stress levels of the original plate, material could be removed
which did not help to reduce the stress levels of the plate. The large oval holes
were made wider and their position was changed. Also added, like concept One,
was a circle of small oval holes to the plate to help reduce stress as well as, in
second hand, reduce weight, see Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: Design concept Two before PO.

4.2 Parametrical optimization
Parametrical optimization allowed for the stress levels to be reduced by
simulating several different possible combinations of parameters. The PO used in
this thesis was performed in the workbench PEO in Catia V5.
The optimization program within PEO was set to minimize the stress level and
where given a total of 18 parameters for concept One and 21 parameters for
concept Two which it was allowed to change. The number of parameters differs
because of the different designs of the concepts. For full PO data and parameter
information, see Appendix 1 and 2.
The optimization program was allowed to change the parameters controlling the
size, position and quantity of the two different types of holes. In addition, the
optimization was also allowed to change the length between the bends of the
plate, the fillets placed on the sharp edges and the thickness of the plate for both
concepts. The result of the PO can be seen in the figure below, see Figure 4.3.
The concepts show reduced levels of stress compared to the original design,
although the stress image is very similar, see Figure 4.4. The highest level of
stress can still be found by the second fillet but with a reduced value compared to
the original design of the flexplate.

Figure 4.3: Concept One (left) and concept Two (right) after PO.
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Figure 4.4: Stress image of concept One (left) and concept Two (right) after PO.
Noticeable during the optimization was that as the stress level was reduced, the
displacement of the plate increased to a certain point, making it more flexible. The
summarized results of the optimizations can be seen in the table below, see Table
4.1.
Table 4.1: Comparison of results after PO.
Design

Maximum
stress
(MPa)

Displacement
(mm)

Weight
(kg)

Original
design
Concept
One

Classified

Concept
Two

Decrease
in stress
(%)

Increase in
displacement
(%)

Decrease
in weight
(%)

-

-

-

12

24.6

5.7

10.1

27.8

0.2

4.3 Parametrical study
In order to understand how every parameter affects the maximum stress level of
the plates, a PO was performed. Using DOE, the results of how the different
parameters affect the stress level on the plates in their optimal design can be
studied and understood in graphs. If the PO has missed an optimal combination, it
can be seen here. For the full study results, see Appendix 3.
The results show that it is possible to reduce the stresses even more. For concept
One, the optimal design is found when lowering the width of the big hole,
increasing the second fillet and removing the small holes. It lowered the stress
level compared to the PO but at the same time increased the weight and lowered
the deformation. For concept Two, the optimal design is found when decreasing
the first corrugation length. Like concept One, it lowered the stress level
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compared to the PO but also, lowered the weight slightly and increased the
deformation.

4.4 Final results
As could be seen in chapter 4.3 Parametrical Study, there are some values that
have a lower stress level than what was generated by the PO. The new results,
generated by using DOE combined with PO can be seen in the table below, see
Table 4.2.
Table 4.2: Comparison of results after PO combined with DOE.
Design

Maximum
stress
(MPa)

Displacement
(mm)

Weight
(kg)

Original
design
Concept
One

Classified

Concept
Two

Decrease
in stress
(%)

Increase in
displacement
(%)

Decrease
in weight
(%)

-

-

-

16.4

4.5

0.3

11.1

31.1

0.3

As can be seen, the best concept generated is concept One. The final design of the
concepts can be seen in the figure below, see Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5: The final design of concept One (left) and concept Two (right)
4.4.1

Final stress level images

The optimized design concepts generate stress levels as shown by the figures
below, see Figure 4.6 and 4.7. As the results show, the maximum stress level for
concept One is found on the front side by the big holes and for concept Two it is
found inside the upper right hole.
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Figure 4.6: The stress image of the optimal design of concept One. Back view
(left) and front view (right).

Figure 4.7: The stress image of the optimal design of concept Two. Front view
(left) and back view (right).
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5. Discussion
This chapter describes the authors’ opinions regarding the results of the study,
the method used and a critical review of the thesis. The authors discuss
advantages and disadvantages of the method of choice and the level of
satisfaction regarding the result as well as the thesis structure.

5.1 Discussion of result
The thesis objective was to present new design concepts of the flexplate which
showed reduced levels of stress. This was necessary so that if need be, new
conditions, such as a higher momentum in the engine, can be applied without the
stresses increasing too much. Using parametrical optimization (PO) and Design of
Experiments (DOE), the objective has been achieved.
Having presented two concepts which both achieve the thesis objective, the
authors can confidently say that the results are more than satisfactory. Knowing
beforehand that it was going to be a difficult project made it feel like a bigger
accomplishment.
Using DOE, it gave the authors greater insight in how every optimized parameter
separately affects the plates. The study shows how the parameters vary and how
they, separately, affects the maximum stress level of the flexplate. This is valuable
information in case a separate parameter needs to be changed, due to the time
saving aspect. Instead of having to run a Finite Element Analysis (FEA), one can
see in the graphs, how much a parameter can be changed, and how much this
affects the stress levels of the plates. The graphs that can be seen in Appendix 3
show how sensitive the design is to change, which give valuable information
regarding tolerances.
Depending on how the points are situated and how the lines between them behave,
they can be considered suitable or not for predicting stress levels on values not yet
simulated in FEA. For example, if a graph is quite linear, one can assume that
values beyond what is shown in the graph will continue in the same pattern, to an
extent.
Running the optimizations combined with the analyses were very time
consuming, causing long waits while waiting for the results, so it was important to
know that everything was set up correctly before starting the optimization.
Despite the limited time that was given, the authors firmly believe that a
satisfactory result is achieved. However, there is still opportunity for a future
study. With more added time, the authors believe that more concepts can be
generated. In the future, Volvo Car Corporation (VCC) can invest more resources
into studying more concept variations with the objective to reduce the stresses
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even more. Also, they can attempt to generate a concept from a topological
optimization, using different software, for example Ansys Mechanical.
Because this thesis work has been focused on reducing stress levels in the
flexplate, a minimum amount of thought has been laid on how the concepts are
suitable for manufacturing. This is of course a big part of the design process and is
therefore one of our recommendations to work on in the future.

5.2 Discussion of method
Using Simulation Driven Design (SDD) as a method to generate design concepts
proved very efficient due to its simulation and validation loop stage. That stage
allowed for several design concepts to be generated and examined, seeing if they
provided satisfactory results. The method allowed the authors to generate several
concepts without worrying about having to progress further with the design and
finding out some time later that it would not work.
The method made it possible to spend a lot of time generating concepts and at the
same time analyse and optimize the concepts which showed promising results. It
is important to know how much time can be spent on this method since every
simulation takes a long time. Having to wait for the results of the simulation can
be frustrating, but by using the time efficiently, even though there was not much
of it, the authors strongly believe that the method was used to its extensive
capabilities with the time given.
However, the limits of time in combination with optimization shows its flaws
when the result is analysed. Because of the limited time, the PO cannot test all
possible combinations of parameters. While running the PO, the function known
as “Step” was ignored by the program, causing it to attempt an infinite amount of
combinations, to which there was no time. This is where the importance of DOE
comes in. Because of the PO’s limits, the DOE creates curves for the authors to
study, showing how each parameter affects the plates, see Appendix 3. The
generated curves show the minimum and maximum values of stress each
parameter can generate and the values can therefore easily be accessed by the
authors without having to perform a FEA. Important to note is that the DOE only
changes one parameter at a time while the others remains static, meaning that just
because it shows that two parameters can be changed to lower the stresses, it does
not mean that they, in combination, will lower the stress level. Furthermore, the
graphs do not show how the weight is affected by the parametric changes,
meaning that if the stresses are lowered by for example thickness, the weight will
sharply increase giving an unsatisfactory result, see Figure 12 and 13, Appendix
3.
Another issue, which can make the result questionable, are the sources of error
occurring while running the optimization. Choosing to use FEA and PO in Catia
V5 as methods of analysis and optimization has its disadvantages, which have
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been mentioned in chapter 3.1 Discussion of method. While using FEA, one has to
be careful analysing the result. Sharp corners and surfaces that are in contact
cause the stresses to go towards infinity, making the result shown in those areas
questionable and are therefore regarded as inaccurate. Also, while running the PO
on the FEA, the local sensors can be misleading, and showing the wrong stress
level than what is actually present in the node. This caused the authors to have to
thoroughly examine the stress levels manually to confirm the results. Why the
sensors showed invalid stresses is unknown to the authors.
Using Inspire as the method to conduct the topological optimization wasn’t good.
Inspire does not have the required tools to replicate a correct analysis from Catia
V5 as mentioned in chapter 3.2 Choice of method, which was an unfortunate setback. Topological optimization has the capacity to generate a great result, and if
the thesis would have been done again, a different topological optimization (TO)
software would have been chosen, for example Ansys Mechanical as mentioned
earlier.

5.3 Critical review
5.3.1

Input on society

Although the flexplate do not have a direct connection to society, it is an
important component to the car, which is a very big part of everyday life. The
goal of always trying to improve is what gives technology an opportunity to
evolve society.
The result shows that the concept of (SDD) can be used efficiently in the product
development process. Lowering the stress level of the flexplate in cars using
technology such as FEA, PO and DOE separately is very strong, but by
combining them they are used to their maximum capacity. Using this technology,
despite their mentioned flaws, will create opportunities for development in future
projects.
In order to use SDD to its extensive capabilities, the person operating the different
programs must be educated well enough to understand how to use them and
analyse the results they provide. If not, the complexity of the programs can make
the user blindly trust the outcome, even though it is not accurate.
The flexplate is quite a central part in Volvo cars powertrain, and because reduced
stress levels mean the flexplate is now less likely to break, and therefore, in need
of replacement, it has a positive impact on the environment as well as the
economic part of society. Not having to replace the flexplate and, at the same
time, manufacture new ones to replace the broken ones, results in a positive
impact on both the environment as well as making it more economical.
A reduce in weight, ever so slightly, results in lower fuel consumption in vehicles,
making it more efficient to drive and more economical. Reducing each individual
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part by just a few grams will eventually turn into kilograms, so always striving for
weight reduction is a great environmental and economical objective.
5.3.2

Knowledge and competence

To complete this project and to achieve the thesis objective, the authors had to
develop new knowledge regarding scientific thinking and result analysing. During
the thesis work, the authors learned how to write a theoretical frame of reference
and how to use that to construct a workable method to use to complete the thesis
objective.
To further analyse and understand the result, the authors had to learn about the
concept of DOE. Using DOE while doing the parametrical study has shown the
authors the importance of not blindly trusting that the PO provides the best result.
It has also proven a great asset in analysing how sensitive the designs are to
change, giving good knowledge in applying tolerances for future manufacturing.
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6. Conclusion
This chapter describes the conclusions made by the authors regarding the result
of the thesis work.
The result show great improvement regarding the stress level of the two concepts
compared to the original design. Therefore, the following conclusions can be
made.
•

•
•
•

•

•
•

Even though both concepts show reduced levels of stress, the results show
the decrease in percentage is higher for concept One, meaning it is the
optimal design.
A 16.4% decrease in stress amplitude has a great impact on the durability
properties of the flexplate.
A 4.5% increase in deformation makes the flexplate more durable to the
applied load cases.
The parametrical study shows valuable information on how the parameters
affect stress but also that the optimum range sometimes is very narrow,
which in turn shows how much, if at all, a parameter can be changed and
how this change affects stress.
The parametrical study provides valuable information regarding how
sensitive the parameters are to change, making it an efficient tool to use
for applying tolerances on drawings.
Simulation Driven Design (SDD) is a great method to use for product
development, generating satisfying results in this thesis.
As the results show, just trusting the parametrical optimization (PO) is not
enough. Because it ignores the “Step” setting, it wants to perform an
infinite number of attempts. Therefore, in order to achieve the optimal
solution, Design of Experiments (DOE) has to be used to complete the
optimization.
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APPENDICES

Appendix 1 – Clarification of the parameters used in the
parametrical optimization and the parametrical study
Fillets
The five fillet parameters are the same for both concept designs. Figure 1 clarifies
where the parameters controlling which fillet are placed. The parametric
optimization (PO) was allowed to change the value of these radii shown below.

Figure 1: Illustration of parameters controlling fillets.
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Lengths to corrugations
The four length parameters are the same for both concept designs. Figure 2
illustrates which parameter controls which length. The length parameters control
the length from the center of the flexplate to the corrugations. The sketch is then
revolved around creating the circular plate.

Figure 2: Illustration of the parameters controlling length.
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Hole sizes and position
Figure 3 and 4 clarifies which parameters control the hole sizes and position of
concept One’s bigger and smaller holes and Figure 5 and 6 explains the same but
for concept Two.

Figure 3: Clarification of where the parameters controlling hole sizes are located
for the bigger hole.

Figure 4: Clarification of where the parameters controlling hole sizes are located
for the smaller hole.
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Figure 5: Clarification of where the parameters controlling hole sizes are located
for the upper hole.

Figure 6: Clarification of where the parameters controlling hole sizes are located
for the lower hole.
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Number of holes
The parameter controlling the number of holes is the same for both concepts.
Figure 7 illustrates a parameter connected to a circular pattern number which
controls the number of holes. It is the same connection on the smaller holes.

Figure 7: Illustration of the parameter connected to a circular pattern which
controls the number of holes.
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Thickness
The parameter controlling thickness is the same for both concepts. Figure 8
illustrates where the parameter controlling thickness is located. It is a sectioned
view of the flexplate.

Figure 8: Illustration of the parameter controlling thickness and where it is
located.
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Appendix 2 – Parametrical optimization setup
Table 1 and 2 illustrates the parametrical optimization setup used for both
concepts. The range interval was applied to narrow the optimization and to limit it
so that it could not give a parameter a value that would provide an error. The
optimization was run several times in periods of 24-48 hours to achieve a correct
result.
Table 1: Parametrical optimization setup and the resulting values for concept
One.
Inf.
Range
(mm)

Sup. Range
(mm)

Step (mm)

Fillet.1

5

10

1

Fillet.2

6.25

12.25

0.25

Fillet.3

4.25

10.25

0.25

Fillet.4

1

6

1

Fillet.5

0.5

3.5

0.5

Length.1

50

66

1

Length.2

65

80

1

Length.3

85

105

1

105

114

1

10

30

1

85

105

1

BigHole_Width

4

12

1

BigHole_Lower arc radius

70

140

1

BigHole_Height

10

20

1

SmallHole_Position

85

120

1

SmallHole_Radius

1

10

1

Number_of_holes

5

8

1

Thickness

2

3.25

0.25

Length.4
BigHole_Length
BigHole_Position

Value
(mm)

Classified

Name
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Table 2: Parametrical optimization setup and the resulting values for concept
Two.
Inf. Range
(mm)

Sup. Range
(mm)

Step
(mm)

Fillet.1

3

11

1mm

Fillet.2

6

15

1mm

Fillet.3

6

15

1mm

Fillet.4

1

9

1mm

Fillet.5

0.5

3

1mm

Length.1

52

64

1mm

Length.2

65

75

1mm

Length.3

90

108

1mm

Length.4

105

114

1mm

90

110

1mm

40

80

1mm

90

120

1mm

Upper_hole_lower_radius

90

120

1mm

Upper_hole_width

4

11

1mm

Lower_hole_position

72

90

1mm

Lower_hole_length

10

22

1mm

Lower_hole_upper_radius

90

120

1mm

Lower_hole_lower_radius

90

120

1mm

Lower_hole_width

1

5

1mm

Number_of_holes

3

9

1mm

Thickness

1.75

3.45

1mm

Upper_hole_position
Upper_hole_length
Upper_hole_upper_radius

Value
(mm)

Classified

Name
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Appendix 3 – Full result of the parametrical study
The following figures show the result of the parametric study performed in Catia
V5 using Design of Experiments (DOE).
Fillets

Figure 1: Illustration of how fillet radii affect stress levels - Concept One

Figure 2: Illustration of how fillet radii affect stress levels - Concept Two
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Lengths to corrugations

Figure 3: Illustration of how the lengths to the different corrugations affect stress
levels - Concept One.

Figure 4: Illustration of how the lengths to the different corrugations affect stress
levels - Concept Two.
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Hole sizes and positions

Figure 5: Illustration of how the hole size and position of the bigger holes affect
stress levels - Concept One.

Figure 6: Illustration of how the hole size and position of the smaller holes affect
stress levels - Concept One.
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Figure 7: Illustration of how the hole size and position of the upper holes affect
stress levels - Concept Two.

Figure 8: Illustration of how the hole size and position of the lower holes affect
stress levels - Concept Two.
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Figure 9: Illustration of how the hole size and position of the lower holes affect
stress levels - Concept Two.
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Number of holes

Figure 10: Illustration of how the number of holes affects stress levels - Concept
One.

Figure 11: Illustration of how the number of holes affects stress levels - Concept
Two.
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Thickness

Figure 12: Illustration of how the thickness affects stress levels - Concept One.

Figure 13: Illustration of how the thickness affects stress levels - Concept Two.
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